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What is the “Time Tracking feature?  

The time tracking feature is used in conjunction with both our DSC15 single input or 
output RJ-45 Dry Contact Sensors or our eight port Dry Contact input or output unit, the 
IO-Digital8. This feature is only available on the securityProbe base units. 
 
When activated the "Time Tracking" feature on the Dry Contact Sensors page will allow 
you to track the Hours, Minutes and Seconds that the sensor is either in a Normal state 
or an Alert state. 
 
This feature for example can keep track of your backup power generators run time or 
other equipment down time. 

  
It can be setup on an input or an output either when the dry contact sensor goes high 
+5VDC (Normally Off) or closed to ground (Normally On) it will then be in an alert state. 
 
For example if your generator or other equipment has a dry contact output, you can 
connect this output to our dry contact input which is setup as Normally Off so that when 
the generator switches ON the unit will keep track of the time. You can then set the 
Maximum Working Hours to whatever you want so that when it reaches the total hours 
set the unit can not only send out an alert like an SMS or email etc., but also switch on a 
warning light etc. 
 
For machinery that is normally running you can now keep track of its downtime by setting 
the dry contact input as normally ON then begin the time count when the machine is 
down or off. This would particularly be useful for keeping track of equipment or 
machinery’s conditions in processing plants or assembly lines where machinery uptime is 
critical. 
 
In fact you could connect the outputs from these types of “Andon” lights shown below that 
have output switches on each color of light that represents a machines condition. Then 
connect each of these four outputs to the inputs on the dry contact counters. 
 

 
 
 
This is an article on “Lean Manufacturing”: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lean_manufacturing 
 

 

 

IO-Digital8 Sensor 
8 x individual input or output 

5VDC contacts 

DCS15 Sensor 
Single input or output 5VDC 

contact 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lean_manufacturing
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Setting up the Time Tracking feature 

 

 
 

You need to first connect your DCS15 Dry Contact Sensor or IO-Digital8 Sensor to the 
securityProbe base units RJ-45 sensor port then log in to the unit as an Administrator. 

 
Now you will navigate to the Sensor settings page for the sensor and in the Normal 
settings tab you will click on the “Online Time Tracking” button shown in the screen shot 
above. 

  
Note: The example screen shot above shows the sensor settings for the IO-Digital8 
sensor port #2. 
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After enabling the Time Tracking on the Dry Contact sensor when you now mouse over 
the sensor port you will see the Time Tracking link for this port in the list as shown in the 
screen shot above. You will then click on this link to open the Time Tracking settings for 
this sensor. 

 

 
 

After the Time Tracking has been enabled on the dry contact sensor port the screen will 
be displayed as shown in the screen shot above. You can now name the Time Tracking 
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for this port / sensor and also re-name the status when Normal and Critical as also 
shown. 

 
Note: That screen shot on page #4 now shows the settings for the DCS15 Single Dry 
Contact Sensor and not the IO-Digital8 sensor on page #3. 

 
 

 
 

After clicking on the Advanced Settings tab you will now see where you can set the 
Normal or Critical state that you want to keep the running count on and the Maximum 
Working Hours field where you will enter the amount of hours. For example in the settings 
shown in the two pages above when the generator turns on the status will change to 
Generator ON and we had the Maximum Working Hours set to 20 hours, so when the 
generator run time total reaches the 20 hours the status would also change to Generator 
ON so it might be a good idea to re-name that Generator ON / Maintenance Due or 
something similar. 
 
Next you would want to Link your new Time Tracking Sensor to a notification so you can 
be alerted when the generator turns on etc. (see each separate manual for each 
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notification action). In this example we will link the sensor to an email alert that has been 
previously setup on the unit. 
 

 

 
 

We will first navigate to the Notification page then click on the “Link Sensor To Action” 
link then the “Create” which will activate the link sensor to action wizard as shown below. 

 
 
 

 
 

In the first screen shown above we first will choose the Module or where our Time 
Tracking Sensor is located or attached on the unit, then we will choose our sensor from 
the Sensor field and click on the “Next” button. 
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Next we will choose the status in the Status field that we want the alert sent on then we 
finally link that to our email action and click the “Finish” button as shown in the screen 
shot above. 

 

 
 

As you can now see in the screen shot above our Time Tracking Sensor is now linked to 
our Email alert and the Notification is enabled as it has the check in the enabled box. 

 
Now again as an overview in this example of the Time Tracking Sensor when our 
generator turns on we will receive an email alert and when the total generator run time 
reaches 20 hours we will also receive an email alert. 
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Equipment Maintenance Tracking Example 
 

 
 

In our next example of how the Time Tracking feature can be utilized we will demonstrate 
how this can be setup to track equipment or critical machinery downtime. 

 
In the first screen shot above we have setup our settings in the Normal Settings page as 
shown with the Sensor Name, the Normal Description and Critical Status re-named 
appropriately. We then will Save this. 
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Now when we navigate to the Advanced Settings page as shown above we will set our 
Keep A Running Count when the Status is Critical we set our Downtime alert to 20 hours 
and we also have our feature set to automatically reset the time after the alert is sent. 

 
Next and again you would want to Link your new Time Tracking Sensor to a notification 
so you can be alerted when the equipment or machine is down etc. (see each separate 
manual for each notification). In this example we will link the sensor to an email alert that 
has been previously setup on the unit. 
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We will first navigate to the Notification page then click on the “Link Sensor To Action” 
link then the “Create” which will activate the link sensor to action wizard as shown below. 
 

 
 
In the first screen shown above we first will choose the Module or where our Time 
Tracking Sensor is located or attached on the unit, then we will choose our sensor from 
the Sensor field and click on the “Next” button. 
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Next we will choose the status in the Status field that we want the alert sent on then we 
finally link that to our email action and click the “Finish” button as shown in the screen 
shot above.  

 

 
 

As you can now see in the screen shot above our Time Tracking Sensor is now linked to 
our Email alert and the Notification is enabled as it has the check in the enabled box. 

 
Now again as an overview in this example of the Time Tracking Sensor when our 
machine is shut off we will receive an email alert and when the total downtime reaches 20 
hours we will also receive an email alert. 
 

This concludes the Time Tracking feature user manual. 
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Please contact support@akcp.com if you have any further technical 
questions or problems setting up your modem or your alerts. 

 
Thanks for Choosing AKCess Pro! 

mailto:support@akcp.com

